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THE QUENCHING OF SOLUTIONS OF
SEMILINEAR HYPERBOLIC EQUATIONS*
PETER H. CHANG- AND HOWARD A. LEVINE$
Abstract. We consider the problem u, U,,x + b (u(x, t)), 0< x < L, >0; u(0, t) u(L, t)=0; u(x, O)
ut(x, 0)=0. Assume that b (-oe, A) (0, ee) is continuously differentiable, monotone increasing, convex,
and satisfies lim,_.a-b(u)= +ee. We prove that there exist numbers L1 and L2, 0<L1 <=Lz such that if
L > L2, then a weak solution u (to be defined) quenches in the sense that u reaches A in finite time; if L < L1,
then u does not quench. We also investigate the behavior of the weak solution for small L and establish the
local (in time) existence of u.
1. Introduction. In [3], Kawarada investigated the following nonlinear initial
boundary value problem’
O<x<L, t>O,bit Llxx + 1 U
(P) u(O, t)= u(L, t)= O, > O,
u(x, 0)=0, O=<x =<L.
There, he established the following interesting results:
(A) If L > 2/, then u(L/2, t) reaches one in finite time.
(B) If u(L/2, t) reaches one in finite time, then ut(L/2, t) is unbounded in finite
time.
Whenever (B) occurs, Kawarada says that u quenches in finite time. We shall say that u
quenches if (A) occurs. This is a weaker definition than Kawarada’s.
In [1] and independently in [6] it was established that there is a numbe’r L0 such
that if L > Lo, u quenches in finite time while if L < Lo, u tends monotonically to the
smaller of the two solutions of the stationary problem
1f"(x)+ O, O<x <L,1 -f(x)
f(O)=f(L) =0.
In [6] it was also shown that this latter situation also obtains at L L0, where the two
stationary solutions coalesce into a single stationary solution. The number L can be
found exactly, in fact L0 1.5307 ... These papers also included extensions to more
general nonlinear parabolic problems where the nonlinear term has the same qualita-
tive properties as 1/(1-u) (convex, positive, monotone increasing and singular at the
right endpoint of (-oe, a).) The principal tools employed there were the maximum
principle and the various comparison theorems derived from it.
* Received by the editors April 2, 1980; and in final form December 12, 1980. Funds for numerical
computation provided by the Science and Humanities Research Institute of Iowa State University.
Department of Mathematics, University of Nebraska at Omaha, Omaha, Nebraska 68182.
$ Department of Mathematics, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa 50011. The work of this author was
supported in part by the National Science Foundation under Grant MCS 78-02729.
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894 PETER H. CHANG AND HOWARD A. LEVINE
Motivated by the preceding remarks, we were led to examine the analogous
problem for the wave equation. That is, we studied the problem
1
u,=uxx+, 0<x<L, t>0,1-u
(W) u(0, t) u(1, t) 0, > 0,
u(x, O) ut(x, O) O, 0 <= x <-_ L.
Although we do not have any physical application in mind, we believe the study of
problem (W) to be of theoretical interest. Since parabolic equations are in some sense
on the borderline between elliptic and hyperbolic equations, it is of interest to know
which of the properties of their solutions are possessed by solutions of the other two
types of equations and what form the properties take in these cases. For example, the
maximum principle for parabolic equations has a stronger version for elliptic equations
and a much weaker version for hyperbolic equations. See [9] and references therein.
The first result we obtained on this problem is contained in Theorem 3.2. For this
problem it says that if L > L1 1.418 ., then u quenches (reaches one) in finite time.
Since LI<L0, we conjectured that for any L>0, u must quench in finite .time.
However, when (W) was solved numerically for small L, the results obtained seemed
to contradict this conjecture.
Guided by the numerical results, we were able to show that if L < 1.238, then
u _-< 0.7732 for all time. That is, if L is small, u cannot quench, even in infinite time.
This result is contained in Theorem 4.1.
Because for problem (W) we do not have as useful a maximum principle available,
the arguments we use are much different than those used for the parabolic problem.
Rather than studying problem (W), we treat the somewhat more general problem
(W’).
u,=uxx+eo(u(x,t)), 0<x<l, t>0, e>0.
(W’) u(0, t) u(1, t) 0, > 0,
u(x, O) u,(x, O) O, 0 <- x <- 1,
which reduces to (W) when e -Lz and q(u)- 1/(1-u), after a change of variables.
Here q: (-o, A)- (0, c) is continuously differentiable, monotone increasing, convex
and satisfies
lim q(u)= +o.
The solution u(x, t; e) for fixed e > 0, is shown to exist in the weak sense (defined
precisely later) on the largest set [0, 1] [0, T), where lu[ < A. If T +c, we say that u
is a global solution. If T < c, then sup {u (x, t) (x, t) [0, 1] x [0, T)} A and we say u
quenches (reaches A) in finite time. If T +, and this supremum is A, u quenches
in infinite time. Thus, if u does not quench at all, u _-< A(1- 8) for some 6 (0, 1), on
the half strip.
We then summarize our results for (W’) as follows: There exist two numbers ex,
E2, 0< E1 E2 < d-00 such that if e < el, U(X, t; e) (the solution of (W’)) cannot quench.
If e > e2 then u (x, t; e) quenches in finite time. We do not prove E1 E2, although we
believe this to be the case. The numerical results indicate that this is so for (W) and
that LI--x/’l /2-- 1.365"’ ". Also, we believe that if e ex e2, then u quenches
in infinite time.
The plan of the paper is as follows: In 2 we define the notion of a weak solution
which we shall use in the sequel. We establish local existence there also. In 3 we show
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SOLUTION QUENCHING OF SEMILINEAR HYPERBOLIC EQUATIONS 895
that if e is "large" u quenches in finite time whereas in 4 we show that if e is "small",
u cannot quench at all, even in infinite time. In 5 we discuss the behavior of u as
0+"e --> We conclude with some remarks in the final section.
2. The definition of a weak solution. We say u is a weak solution of (W’) on
Dr --(0, 1) (0, T) if"
(i) u is continuous in Dr and satisfies the initial and boundary conditions there.
(ii) lul<_-A(a-) on/r.
(iii) u has weak derivatives u,,, ut on Dr and for all (0, T), u,,, ut L2(0, 1).
(iv) For any function d/(x,t)6C2(r) satisfying the boundary conditions
and 0-_<t=< T,
(2.1) fo (x’ t)ut(x’ t) dX fo Io [O(x’ r)u(x’ r)-Ox(x’ r)ux(x’ ")] dx dr
+ e lo lo 4,(x, )(u(x, )) dx d.
(v) The total energy associated with (W’) is conserved, i.e.,
(2.2) Er(t) (u 2 +u 2t)dx-e q(n) dl dx Er(O) O.
We next examine the question of the local (in time) existence of the weak solution
defined above. The singular value of the nonlinearity and the consequent restriction
[ul--< A (1- 6) on Dr prevent straightforward application of Reed [10, Thm. 1, p. 5],
because the nonlinearity is now not defined on the domain of dZ/dx2. Nevertheless, a
local existence theorem of the desired kind can be obtained from the contraction
mapping principle used for hyperbolic systems, to be found in Garabedian 11, p. 110].
One still has to deal with the strange nonlinearity and the boundary conditions however.
We proceed as follows: Let 6 (0, 1) be fixed. Consider the problem (W’) with
nonzero initial data
u, Uxx + eq(u(x, t)),
u(O,t)=u(1, t)-O,
u (x, O) Uo(X),
Ut(X O)-- Vo(X),
0<x < 1,
T>-t>O,
T>-t>O, e>0,
where Uo, VoS Ca(O, 1) and uo(O)= Uo(1) O. Letting Ilol[ denote the sup norm of a
function of x, we assume that
(,) Iluo[Ioo + Tllvol[oo < A (1 26).
Define u, u0, v0 by odd periodic (with period two) reflection (in x) on R [0, T]. Define
the following function
by
F.Rlx[O, o)x(-A,A)-R ,
F(x, t, u)= { q(u)’ x[2n, 2n+l),xe[2n-l,2n), n =0,+1,+2,. ..
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896 PETER H. CHANG AND HOWARD A. LEVINE
Then by standard arguments, u solves (W") if and only if u solves, on R x [0, T), the
integral equation
f +t-e F(s, rt, u(, rt)) d, err,(2.3) u(x, t)= ul(x,
t-- T
where
1 1 fx+tUl(X, t) (b/0(X 4-l’)+ Uo(X --1’)) 4- .x_ Uo(O’)dr.
Clearly, if (,) holds,
Illu]ll-- sup ]lux(t)ll<a(a-2).
Let B, be the Banach space of odd (in x) continuous functions on R x [0, ’], which
vanish on the lines x n, n an integer, and are of period two in x. Let B(Ul, AG) denote
the closed ball of radius A3 in this Banach space. (Note that u e B,.) Define
’(ul, aS)B,,
by
fOt f +t-e F(s, rt, u (, rt)) d drt.(-U)(X, t) U l(X, t) 4-
-
"x--t+
In view of the definition of F, this map is well defined. It is then easy to check that
(2.4) IllU Ullll < aG,
(2.5) Ill 7u lll < II[u 111, 0 < < 1
for u, v B (ul, AS) provided
,<min IT, () ’/ ()/ }[A/,(( )A)]/ [,’(( )A)]-/
so that
"
B(ul, A3)- B(ul, AS) and is a contraction. Thus has a unique fixed point.
This establishes the following theorem.
THEOREM 2.1. A weak (C a) solution oJ’ (W’) exists on Dr if T is sufficiently small,
[or any e >0. The solution is piecewise C2 in Dr and (2.1) and (2.2) hold there.
Furthermore, i]u exists on Drand lul-<_A(1 6) on Or, then u may be continued to Dr+,
[or r suNciently small (and positive).
It can be shown that the solution of (2.3) is regular enough that (2.1) and (2.2)
hold when Uo-= Vo 0. In this case, from (2.3), one easily calculates
u(x, t)=- F(r, x + t-cr, u(cr, x + t-cr)) dr
F(o’, o’-x + t, u(o’, cr-x + t)) d
--t
x+t
Ut(X 0")
-
F(o’, X + t--r, u(r, X + t--r)) &r
+ F(o’, o’-x + t, u(o’, o’-x + t)) d
--t
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SOLUTION QUENCHING OF SEMILINEAR HYPERBOLIC EQUATIONS 897
so that, because F(x, t, u) is piecewise continuous, Ux and ut are continuous everywhere
and differentiable in x and except on the lines x n, x + n or x n, where n is
an integer. In fact, except on this point set,
Uxx(X, t)= e[F(x + t, O, O)+F(x-t, O, O)]-eF(x, t, u(x, t))+I,
u,(x, t) [F(x + t, O, O) + F(x t, O, 0)] +/,
uxt(x, t) u,x (x, t)
-[F(x + t, O, O) + F(x t, O, 0)] + J
and piecewise continuous, where
Ixx+tI =-- F3(o., x + t-o., u(x + t-o.))u2(o., x + t-o.) do"
e
F3(o", o"-x + t, u(o"-x + t))u2(o", o"-x + t) do"
-t--
-
=-I +I2,
J=--Ii-I2.
Thus the solution is classical except on
{(x, t) R1 [0,
 ]lx, x t, x + are integers}.
It is then an easy matter to show, using care when integrating across jumps in u, ut,
u,, that (2.1) and (2.2) hold.
3. Nonexistence or quenching for large . The results here are analogous to those
in [5]. We repeat them here for completeness and because the class of nonlinearities
here is different from that considered in [5].
Throughout this section, q :(-,A)-(0, c) satisfies the following conditions:
(a) q > 0, q’ >_- 0, q is convex;
(b) limu-.A- q(U)= +oo.
Let
(3.1) (x) q(s) ds
and
2
2 x(3.2) H(x) =-r
-+edP(x), -oe<x <A.
For H, we suppose that H(x)>0 on (0, A) and limx-A-H(x)> O.
LEMMA 3.1. Under the above hypothesis
A
00 > J0 [H(o")]-1/2 do".
This is clear since H(o") eq (0)o. + O(o"2) for o" small and positive and bounded away
from zero near o" A.
TX-IEOREM 3.2. If e >0 is such that the above holds for H(x) and q satisfies (a),
(b) above, then a weak solution of (W’) must quench in finite time.
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898 PETER H. CHANG AND HOWARD A. LEVINE
Proof. Assume the contrary: that lul < A for (x, t)e[0, 1] x [0, eo). Define
(3.3) F(t) =-
-
sin (rx)u(x, t) dx;
the choice 0(x, t)= sin rx in (2.1) yields
tr fotF’(t) =- sin (x)ut(x, t) dx
fo fo [sin (x)un(x, w)-w cos (x)ux(x, w)] dx dn(3.4) =
+ sin (x)(u(x, )) dx d.
Thus tF’(t) is differentiable and hence so is F’(t). Therefore
t211 /otF"(t) + F’(t) F’(t)
-
cos (rx)u(x, t) dx +t sin (x)(u(x, t)) dx,
so that, after integration by parts,
Tr I01F"(t)--’2F(t) +- sin (rx)q(u(x, t)) dx.
The use of Jensen’s inequality yields
f"(t) >- -r2F(t) + eq(F(t)) =- H’(F(t)).
Since F"(0) -> eq (0) > 0 and F(0) F’(0) 0, we have F’(t) > 0 and F(t) > 0 on some
interval (0, r/). Therefore, on this interval
1/2(F’(t))2 >_- H(F(t)).
From this it follows that F’ cannot change sign so that F(t) (0, A) for all e [0, oo) and
thus
A
o
[H()]-’/ do- >- J-St
for all which is a contradiction.
Notice that we are invoking part of Theorem 2.1 here, to the effect that if
lul_-<A(1-6) on [0, 1Ix[0, T], then u can be continued as a weak solution on
[0, 1]x[0, T+ t’] with lu[<-A(1-6’)(6’<6) and t’>0.
Example. For the above problem, we take rp(u)= (l-u)-, /3 >0, lu[< 1. It is
easy to verify that H(x) >0 on (0, 1) if either
(i) e _-> Q8 + 1)+a
or
(ii) if e < rZ/3t/(/3 + 1)’+1 and (1-)-{1-(r2/e)Xo+(r2/e)((1 +/3)/2)x}>0,
where Xo is the larger root of Xo(1-Xo)’= e/’rr2 if /3 1 or In (1/(1-x0))-
2 2o/2e >O, wherexosatisfiesxo/1 Xo) e/r2andisthelargerrootif/3 1."/r X
(This amounts to showing H is positive at a local minimum.)
Since, for/3 1, Xo(1-Xo)’ e/’rr2 is readily solved for Xo, we have the following
corollary.
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SOLUTION QUENCHING OF SEMILINEAR HYPERBOLIC EQUATIONS 899
COROLIARY 3.3. If q(U)= (1-//)-1, then u reaches one in finite time if
2rr20o
(1 + 200)2=
where e= 1 + 20o and Xo 1 e-(0o 1.25643 and L2 /-7 1.41766).
It is of interest to note that the larger/3 is, the wider is the range of e’s for which
quenching in finite time must occur.
4. Global existence. The energy equation (2.2) can be written as
io(4.1) 2 u 2 dx +- u2t dx-e (u(x, t)) dx O,
where is given by (3.1). We write, for q as in 3,
2
(4.2) (u) q (r/) drt q(0)u +-O(u).
Here will be singular at u A if and only if q L1(0, A).
THEOREM 4.1. For a weak solution u of (W’) over Dr, if there is 3 (0, 1] such that
2
(4.3) e<a(1-6) =-(),
7rq (0) +a (1 6
where Ms suPlul_<_a(1- O(u), where 0 < 6 <- 1, then
(4.4) lu(x, t; e)l <a(1-6)
[or all (x, t) [0, 1] x [0,
Proof. Assume that T is the first number such that
(4.5) Max {u(x, t; e)[ (x, t) [0, 1][0, T]}=A(1-6).
From (4.1), (4.2), Schwarz’s and Poincar6’s inequalities for [0, T],
2/0 U2 /0 2zr dx <- ux dx
__< 2e(I //2 dx)1/2{q Ms( 1//2(0)+ Io dx)a/2}"
From this we obtain the bound
1/2(Io u2 dx) <-_ 28q (0)(rr2- eMa)-1,
the implied denominator on the right-hand side being positive in view of (4.3). If this
bound is used in the right hand side of the preceding inequality and if the (sharp)
inequality
4U2(X, t)_-< Io u2x (x, t) dx,
is also employed, we obtain the pointwise bound
u2(x, t) <- 82"w22(0)[7"/"2- eMa]-2
(4.5a)
<=A2(1-6)2-6
for some 6’> 0 (by (4.3)) since the latter inequality is equivalent to (4.3) this contradicts
the choice of T in (4.5).
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900 PETER H. CHANG AND HOWARD A. LEVINE
Actually, we have proved a little more. Since 4 is continuous on (-c, A), Ms is
monotone decreasing in 6 and continuous on [0, 1 so that lim_0+ (6) exists. Defining
-(0) to be this limit, we see that
-
has a (unique) maximum in [0, 1)((1)= 0), and
that if the maximum occurs at 6o (0, 1), then e < -(60) implies lu(x, t; e)l<A(1-6o)
on the half strip while if 60 0 and e < (0), then e <= (61) for all 61 sufficiently close
to zero so that lu(x, t; e)l<A(1-61), again on the half strip. It is also clear that if
q L (0, A), the maximum must occur in (0, 1).
COROLLARY 4.2. If e <max {-(6): 0_--<6 <--1}, then u(x, t; e) can never quench.
Example. If q (u) (1 u)-t,/3 > 0, then
4,(u) 2u-( t)-’[ -( -/)u -( u)- ].
Since, in (-m, 0), u2O(u) is concave and vanishes with its first derivative at u 0, we
have O(u) -< 0 in (-, 0]. Furthermore, expanding O(u) in a Taylor series about u 0,
we see that on [0, 1),
2 1 /+1(u)
i= (i + 2) tvj=o(B +f))U
and therefore M (1-6).
For the case 1, (u)= 2u-2[ln (1/(1- u))-u]. We find, by direct computa-
tion, that 60 0.22684 and that u 1-o if e < (60)= (1.2379). Thus, combining
this with the results of the example from the last section, we see that, with reference
to (W): If L> 1.41766L, then u quenches in finite time, while if L< 1.2379L1,
then u 0.7732 for all time.
It is fair to ask whether one could improve the arguments involved in Theorem
4.1 by writing
(I)(u) E (k-1)(O)’’. -" UNI[IN(U),0
and employing Holder’s inequality on the first N- 1 terms and the (Sobolev) inequality
i01 ) 2 N i01(4.6) C2(N)( lul’dx <-_ u dx,
in place of Poincar6’s inequality to obtain a bound on the LN-norm of u. The constant
C(N) is known and the inequality (4.6) is best possible. We did this for q(u) 1/(1 u)
and for various N. However the case N 2 seems to yield the best value of L2.
The numerical results indicate that if L > 1.365 ., then u quenches in finite time
while if L < 1.365 ..., u does not quench, even in infinite time. More precisely, what
is observed numerically is the following. The solution, for small e, has a discrete
sequence of local maxima located along the line x , > 0. The first of these local
maxima appears to be an absolute maximum, which, as L increases to 1.365 ..., from
below, approaches one from below. However, the time to reach this maximum value
increases without bound as L increases to 1.365 .... Moreover, if L > 1.365 ..., this
maximum value is one and as L decreases to 1.365..., the time taken to reach one
increases without bound. This, if L 1.365 ..., then u quenches in infinite time.
1C(p)=(2rp)/:z(2/(2+p))(,-2)/Z,F(1 + 1/p)/F(2+ l/p), <-p<oo. (C(2) "rr, C(oo) 2.)
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SOLUTION QUENCHING OF SEMILINEAR HYPERBOLIC EQUATIONS 901
5. Perturbation analysis of (W’). In this section we investigate the behavior of
solutions of (W’) as e 0. The arguments involved are standard and will only be
sketched. We write
q(U) (0)-+" q’(0)U
--
U2tl(U)
and assume that u -<_ 1-6 implies Ia(U)l<-_M(6). We take A 1 here for convenience.
The linear problem
v.t Vx e(0) + e’(O)v.
(L) v(O,t)=v(1, t)=O,
v(x.O)=v.(x.O)=O.
is easily solved by elementary methods and found to have the following properties if
e < r/,’(0)
(L-l) v(x, t; e)= eva(x, t; e);
(L-2) IVl(X, t; e)l <-M1 where M1 is an absolute constant independent of
x, t, e for e <_-el(1-o’), tre [0, 1];
(L-3) lim_o+(X, t; e) Vl(X, t; 0)(0), which solves
Vltt Vlxx 0(0)o
The following result then holds.
THEOREM 5.1. Let u solve (W") on [0, 1][0, az) and suppose lu(x, t; e)] -< 1 -6
for all e < e’ say, on the half strip. Then
u(x, t; e)= v(x, t; e)+ w(x, t; e),
where
lim e-w (x, t; e) 0
0
for every o-, 0 _-< tr < 2, convergence being uniform on compact subsets of [0, 1] [0, ).
Proof. The difference w u-v satisfies (weakly) the equation
Wtt- Wxx F_,(ot(O)w -’["
with the same initial and boundary data as u and v. The following energy principle then
holds for w
IoE(t) =-- w 2 1 2dx+- wxdx
io io io 1/2eo’(O) w 2 dx + e u (u)w. dx
If we write
u6(u)w. evuO(u)w. + uO(u)ww..
choosing e so small that 21-eo’(0)< ,rr-2/2, we find that
]w.] dx dn + Be Io Io ]WW,] dx d’rl,
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where A, B are computable constants depending only on 6, M(6), M1.2 For (not
necessarily the same) A, B, we have further that
(5.2) E(t) <-_ eA E(rl) drl + e3Bt,
where we have used the assumption that Ib(u)l<-_M(6) if u -<_ 1-6 and
1/2
Iwl dx <= Iw, dx <=1/2/ Iwl= dx
and where the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality and Poincar6’s inequality have
been used in the second term in (5.1).
Gronwall’s inequality applied to (5.2) yields
E(t) <=A l(t)e 2 + A2(t)e 3,
where Al(t) and AE(t) are uniformly bounded on [0, T] for e [0, eo] say. Putting this
back into (5.2) yields (for different A 1, A2 with the aforementioned properties)
(5.3) E(t) <=A l(t)e 3 + AE(t)e 4 O(e 3).
This can be improved, at the expense of worse order constants, by using the following
consequence of (5.1),
Use of (5.3) in (5.4) yields
E(t)=O(e7/).
Using this in (5.4) once again, we find E(t)= O(e x5/4) etc. Thus, on every compact
subset of [0, 1] x [0, ) and for every 6’> 0,
From the inequality
E(t) O(84-6’) as e 0.
w(x, t) <=- w ctx <
we see that on every compact subset of [0, 1] [0, ),
2-6’lim e w(x, t, )= O,
uniformly.
In particular, w/e 0 uniformly on compact subsets of the half strip. Thus, for
small e, v vie will make the dominant contribution to u/e. This function is, for
w(u)=l/(1-u),
)/t
v(x, t, e)= [1-cos ((n + 1) e(2n + 1)[(2n + 1) sin ((2n + 1)x).-e]
2Here M(3)--sup{lOl(U)l,-oo<u<=l-6}. Actually this supremum need only be taken over
[- (1 6), 6 in view of (4.5a).
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This fact has been observed numerically. That is, we observed numerically that
for small e, u was. not only bounded away from one but also was oscillatory. This seemed
surprising in view of our (mistaken) belief that since u quenched in finite time for L’s
less than L0, u would quench in finite time for all L > 0.
Finally, we make the following observations" We can extend the results of the
paper to the case of nonzero, appropriately restricted initial data. Furthermore it is
possible to obtain analogous results in higher dimensions, at least in so far as 3 and
4 are concerned since only PoincarG’s inequality and the positivity of the first eigenfunc-
tion for the membrane problem are used. Preliminary calculations indicate that results
along the lines of this paper and those in [1], [6] may be possible if the nonlinearity
appears in the boundary condition. The second author is currently investigating this
possibility.
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